Mozambique – untrammeled Africa
NiassaLand Safaris LDA is the Mozambique subsidiary of SafariBwana, a newly established safari operator with
diverse strengths, able to cater not only to the serious hunter but also to his family and the adventure seeker who
wants to experience Mozambique in its entirety. Not only do we offer classical hunting but we strive to combine
this with the best of the country's sights, beaches, big game fishing, culture and history.
Mozambique is the classic Africa of old, vast concessions in extreme conditions – remote and untouched – with
dangerous game trophies which are nothing short of spectacular. Despite a rough start to the Safari industry in
this country, reliable and trusted operators are now gaining a foothold and we are pleased to offer this piece of old
Africa to our clients without reserve or hesitation.
Our strength lies in our diversity, being able to cater not only to the serious hunter but also to his family and the
adventure seeker who wants to experience Mozambique in its entirety. Not only do we offer classical hunting but
we strive to combine this with the best of the country's sights, beaches, big game fishing, culture and history.
We invite you to join our safari family on the adventure of a lifetime to one of Africa’s undiscovered hunting
destinations – Mozambique!
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The Niassa Region & Mosale
The Niassa National Reserve lies in the top western corner of Mozambique against the Tanzanian border and
covers an area of 42,200 square kilometers – 36% of the country's formal protected area estate.
The Niassa reserve still stands as one of Africa's least developed wildlife areas and is without a doubt set to
become one of the continents wildlife gems. A significant amount of donor and private funding has gone into the
development and conservation of the core reserve while the outlook of all involved remains realistic in that
everyone understands the significance of trophy hunting. The latest wildlife surveys indicate stable and increasing
numbers of wildlife. The elephant population is estimated at over 20,000 animals with many big tuskers prevalent
– Sable stand at 13,000 while Buffalo numbers are estimated from 4000 to 6000. The Lion population stands at
1000 while leopard are believed to far exceed this number with regular sightings and tracks In addition Niassa
supports numerous other antelope species: Kudu, Eland, Lichtensteins Hartebeest, Niassa Wildebeest, common
Waterbuck, Kudu, chobe Bushbuck, Impala, Reedbuck, common and red duiker, hippo, crocodile and Hyena.
Our hunting concession is known as Mosale, a privately owned game reserve in excess of 270,000 acres lying on
the southern boundary of the Niassa Reserve with the magnificent Lugenda river splitting the concession in two.
The reserve has seen almost no hunting since its establishment, with the initial focus being on anti-poaching and
photo safaris rather than hunting which has resulted in a healthy population of all the classic big game and plains
game species. Big elephant are numerous and in line with tuskers you can expect out of Niassa while Lion are all
excellent mature males. Leopard are plentiful and buffalo numbers are healthy. The area has excellent Sable
populations and VERY LARGE Livingstone Eland.
We are pleased to offer this concession for the first time under the SafariBwana family umbrella and as a privately
owned reserve in the famous Niassa region, this is set to become one of our flagship classical safari properties.
Being privately owned, Mosale is detached from the higher fees of the Niassa reserve concessions thus offering not
only a more reasonably priced hunt but also the ability to structure safaris exactly as clients desire.
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MOSALE – Niassa province – Classical Safaris & Rates

safari pricing 2012
minimum days required

hunt for

total daily fee

1x1 Elephant, Lion, Leopard, Buffalo plus
28 Day Big 4 Safari

full species safari which includes Hippo,
Crocodile and all other species found in the

US$51,800
$1850 per day

hunting block

US$42,000
21 Day Lion, Leopard & Buffalo

1x1 plus all other species available on quota
$2000 per day

18 Day Lion safari

14 Day Elephant

14 Day Leopard & Sable / Buffalo

1x1 plus buffalo and plainsgame available
on quota

1x1

elephant

US$36,000
$2000 per day

plus

buffalo

and

full

plainsgame available on quota

1x1 Leopard & Sable OR Buffalo plus
plainsgame

US$25,200
US$1400 per day
US$16,800
$1200 per day
US$10,000

10 Day Buffalo OR Sable

1x1 buffalo OR Sable & limited plainsgame
$1000 per day
2x1 buffalo OR Sable & limited plainsgame
US$8,000 per hunter
1x1 Eland plus limited plainsgame

US$6,500

2x1 Eland plus limited plainsgame

US$5,000 per hunter

7 Day Livingstone Eland hunts
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Mosale 2012 Trophy fees
2012 (please note trophy fees subject to change for 2013)
Lion

US$10500

Leopard

US$3050

Buffalo

US$3500

Sable

US$3500

Crocodile

US$1500

Hippo

US$2000

Lichtensteins Hartebeest

US$1350

Livingstones Eland

US$2800

Impala

US$250

Niassa Wildebeest

US$1900

Zebra

US$1500

Sharps Grysbok

US$700

Common Duiker

US$180

Hyena

US$1550

Kudu

US$1500

Bushpig

US$590

Warthog

US$450

Elephant – Tuskless Bull

US$ 7,500

Common Waterbuck

US$1500

61 - 75lbs extra

US$10,000

Chobe Bushbuck

US$720

76 – 90 lbs extra

US$20,000

Common Reedbuck

US$650

91 lbs and over

US$40,000

 Note no elephant below 50lbs will be taken with the exception of OLD Tuskless or broken tusk bulls
which we are trying to eliminate for genetic purposes
 For Lion hunts it is suggested that your trophy list of animals includes Hippo, Eland and Buffalo as this
makes excellent bait.
 Some species may not be available on certain safaris due to quota restrictions
 Upon the booking of a safari clients must indicate their trophies of choice to avoid disappointment due
to quota restrictions
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About our trophy selection process
–

We are committed to the long term conservation of the Mosale hunting block and carefully select only
mature males for hunting – no females or immature animals may be taken regardless of the situation.

–

Lion trophies are restricted to males of 6 years or older and the decision and call on this is at the sole
discretion of your professional hunter. Their decision must be accepted and adhered to and there will be
no refunds of any safari fees relating to this decision.

–

Any mature male lion found to be with females who are lactating, have cubs or appear to be pregnant
WILL NOT be allowed to be taken – there are no arguments on this issue!

–

Elephant ivory from Mozambique is currently NOT ALLOWED to be imported into the United States
at present – so please realise your ivory will have to remain in the country until such a time as the USFWS
allow ivory imports from Mozambique

–

There is no distinction between trophy animals and bait animals, full trophy prices apply for all animals
shot whether as bait or as trophy.
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permits & documentation
cites permit application
If you are hunting Leopard it is imperative to obtain a CITES 1 permit allowing you to you hunt and import the
trophy back into your home country – before you arrive in Mozambique. Lion are on CITES II which only
requires a permit from the country of origin.
guns and ammunition for mozambique
§ regulations state a calibre of no less than 9.3mm or .375 magnums be used on dangerous thick-skinned game.
This applies to all dangerous game other than Leopard for which a minimum of 7mm or higher is required.
§

no military style weapons or calibres are permitted into the country.

§ no more than 80 rounds per rifle and 200 shells per shotgun are allowed to be brought into the country,
however please bring as advised in our correspondence.
§ please make sure that you are shooting premium quality ammunition, loaded for African game. For Buffalo,
Elephant and Hippo bring the heaviest grain bullets you can get.
§

ammunition is not available in Mozambique, however we may have a supply in camp

§ a temporary import permit for your rifles / shotguns is required. This is applied for in advance by us – ensure
you give us all your firearm particulars, passport details and personal
§ you will have to declare the amount of ammunition you intend bringing into the country. You will pay a
customs duty and excise tax for each round of ammunition brought into the country.
§ You MUST tell us the exact amount of ammunition you will have on you as this has to be indicated on your
firearm import permit.
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terms of business
 no refund of deposit can be made if a client cancels the safari less than six (6) months of the contracted
starting date, unless the safari can be rebooked.
 in all other instances, the deposit will be refunded less 10% administration fees
 if a client postpones the safari to the following year the deposit, less 10% administration fees and PH
fees, will be applied to the postponed safari
 clients are responsible to settle the outstanding safari fees, trophy fees and charter fees in full, before their
departure from camp. Payments can be made in US$ travellers’ cheques or US$ cash. No personal cheques
or credit cards can be accepted.
 while we go to every effort to ensure our prices remain firm, we have no control over any increases
implemented by the Mozambique Wildlife Authority. In this regard, if such increases occur we reserve the
right to alter fees directly related to these increases.
 any safari hunting activity is potentially hazardous and it is essential that the lawful directions and
instructions of the safari operator and professional hunter be followed at all times for the duration of the
safari.
 Hunting is a sport where chance plays an important role and therefore no refund of any safari fees will be
made mid safari if the client elects to stop the hunt regardless of the conditions in the field or what the
client perceives
 neither Niasaland Safaris LDA, nor any of its affiliated companies, agents or sub-agents shall be or
become liable or responsible in any way for any loss, injury or damage to or in respect to any person or
property whosoever caused or arising.
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